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A new reality

A correct  
implementation  
of teleworking

Resource management

Optimization

Efficiency and sustainability

Managing mobility

Integration

Teleworking is here to stay. It addresses the need 
to attract and retain talent with a work‑life balan‑
ce, it serves as a way to save on property costs 
and provides an solution in public health crises 
such as the one caused by COVID‑19.

However, correctly implementing teleworking is 
essential for it to have a positive impact on or‑
ganizations and prevent negative effects arising 
from the cultural change it implies. Efficiently 
managing physical resources and workers and 
defining how work will be done in the immediate 
future is imperative.

Efficiently managing temporary workspaces 
is indispensable in a new scenario where fixed 
spaces become pointless. Integrating the com‑
pany’s collaboration and communication tools is 
also key.

New processes should foster productive time 
and not reduce it. They should also increase con‑
trol over resource usage and consequently an in‑
crease of the costs generated.

In this new scenario, park sharing and car sha‑
ring should be promoted and made simple, so 
that parking spots are available when going to 
the office, as well as electrical charging stations 
for those who need it.

Teams should be provided with a simple and in‑
tuitive user experience so that new processes 
can be implemented organically. Gamification is 
one way to promote the use of the tool provided 
through incentives.
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Requirements to correctly implement telewor‑
king programs:

Turning the big data which is generated into 
usage metrics will allow for an optimization of 
resources, which will be greater if artificial intelli‑
gence is additionally used to generate predicti‑
ve models and help users.



The key is integrating 
teleworking with workspace 
management

The profile of the new 
employee

Remotely

When accessing a parking space

When accessing a desk (hot-desking 
scenarios)

Bookker helps organizations in this transition 
by implementing a SaaS solution which allows 
to integrate teleworking with the company’s re‑
sources (rooms, places, parking spots), all in an 
efficient and sustainable manner in order to size 
them correctly by democratizing their use and 
adjusting them to actual needs.

Having a public profile in the app allows organi‑
zations to manage and share users’ statuses ba‑
sed on their needs and setup.

• Editable profile with a customizable status 
(from home, with a client, on a trip, etc.)

• Access to virtual meetings

• Booking of locations manageable from an‑
ywhere

• Check‑in of working hours

• Automatic allocation of statuses based on 
temporary criteria (teleworking, hot‑desking, 
on vacation, etc.)

• Manual setup of statuses (with a client, on a 
trip, sick, etc.)

• Viewing of automatic statuses allocated by 
the organization

• Manageable space allocation and lending 
for a democratized use 

• Management and organization of spaces ba‑
sed on stablished groups

• Easy use of electric vehicles

• Automatic allocation of desks when entering 
the building 

• Immediate booking of desks 

• Management and viewing of bookings for 
teams and collaborators 

• Fast check‑in through augmented reality 
with a smartphone or through web app
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All resources at hand

Booker’s management dashboard lets the orga‑
nization set up its resources and user profiles in a 
fast and easy manner:

• Creation and modification of terms of use for 
resources and users

• Setup and management of user profiles with 
calendars for teleworking, hot‑desking and 
vacation

• Design and application of parking space allo‑
cation logics

• Real‑time access to space booking and usa‑
ge metrics
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• Access to groups assigned by organization 
and information about resources available to 
the user

• Access to Bookker’s incentive program’s 
points
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Book resources from  
wherever you want

Regardless of whether you are away from the 
office, on a trip or visiting a client, Bookker gives 
you the chance to book the spaces you need 
from wherever you are in three simple steps:

1. View which available spaces meet your cri‑
teria on a map

2. Select the space which is most suitable

3. Check‑in to confirm through the app using 
your phone’s camera with augmented reality 
or through the web app

Bookker is much more

Bookker provides features which make acces‑
sing the organization’s meeting spaces, desks 
and parking spaces easier, whilst ensuring their 
highest performance. Keep reading to learn 
more:

Making the most out of your meeting 
spaces

• Organize and manage your meetings rea-
dily: set a date and time, room capacity, cha‑
racteristics and guests and choose one of 
the available options.

• Allow guests to vote based on their avai-
lability: with the Find‑slot booking system, 
guests will be able to select one of the many 
options available so that the highest atten‑
dance is ensured.

• Find spaces on a map: find resources easily 
and book the most convenient locations.

• Fast check-in with augmented reality: con‑
firm booking in no time with your phone’s ca‑
mera, thus avoiding unused spaces.

• Book directly from the space: check the 
availability of a space and book it right away
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Manage the use of desks and save on 
property costs

No parking space left unused

• Book spaces for your whole team in one 
step: book group desks for your whole team 
to use for as long as they need it.

• Find desks on the map: Locate resources 
easily and book the most convenient loca‑
tions.

• Fast check-in with augmented reality: con‑
firm booking in no time with your phone’s ca‑
mera and avoid unused desks.

• Book directly from the space: check the 
availability of a desk and book it right away.

• Assign desks automatically when entering 
the building: desks are integrated with the 
access system, which allows for the automa‑
tic allocation of a desk to any user without the 
need of a prior booking.

• Automatic parking access: Register as 
many vehicles as you wish and access wi‑
thout a delay thanks to the plate reading sys‑
tem.

• Book charging stations: electric vehicle 
users can easily find parking spaces where 
they can charge them.

• Lending of parking spaces among users: 
users with a fixed parking space can make it 
available to other users in their organization 
so that it is never left unused.

• Book group parking spaces: book group 
spaces for a whole team for as long as you 
need it.



Edit your resources and change or print new 
space codes from your management dashboard 
and set it all up in no time.

Not scared to make changes
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Bookker will be installed and developed in your 
organization so that you can begin enjoying it wi‑
thin a few days after our first contact.

Fast installationBookker augmented reality: 
efficiency and sustainability

Tell us about you

Bookker’s technology lies on a foundation of 
augmented reality, which will not only make pos‑
sible the instant check‑in of a booking, but also 
make everything customizable and adjustable 
from the system:

Bookker does not make you download anything 
you don’t already have, so its installation process 
is quick and its costs are lower.

No hardware needed

E MAI L

We are well aware of the particularities of each organization. 
They may greatly vary from one organization to the other and depend on  

the sector, facilities, employees, etc.

Tell us about your situation and we will help you to identify the main challenges you 
are facing by making the most out of your resources and to solve these challenges by 

developing a solution tailored to you.

info@bookkercorp.com
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